
go your way, the spidery phonograph 

you’ve had your lull 

            on generous passages 

            who fill with entropy’s eyes 

the threat of pageantry  

the looking-poking 

             numb nails 

             out the fairy-tale experiment 

a moneyed heart is grown 

new fixes will salute the plain arrival 

               she is plaid 

               or she has not distinguished 

timeliness from pattern 

 the erasure is too present 

 going white on some unease 

 the war was paid and cornered 

  penny for a penny 

  over-large 

  in your pajamas 

what a tense 

 is, billows of un-ended cloth 

  the virtuous fear 

  in statelier courtyards 

  & our fencing is of no redeeming flaw 

  is out of style 

all the pythons in my voice 

  regard a mood 

  a strain of goings-on 

a wilderness of telegraph wires 

the sentence’s final jab 



SALOMÉ 

 

 

                            a rupturing gaze in a night of ivory 

I never place myself within the 

emptying  

I am the empress of oddness 

winding out the organ in the  

         hotel’s ancient lobby 

         wrapping strangers in my paper light 

                      until they find their wishes 

stolen — hid within a crux 

I am not here 

my pale intestines winding throat 

I am the creatureless  

all falls indifferent to color 

            at the sound of my command 

            its breaking bells  

  

I have invented a new fortress 

to explain a different blue 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



NU BLEU, BONNARD 1899 – 1900   
  

 

she is carpeted in roaches  

and dares flex the muscles 

worshipping the cat not there 

upon her milking shoulder 

 

o how lucky what comes out of me 

is of a rustic hue 

and the bend in my back only shadow 

I am taking no indignity of roles 

to recline as a Messaline 

I’ve only been discovered on an 

         acrid bench 

         I’ve only made my way 

as a daughter of justice 

who grew too frail for her people 

I spill into the floor 

entrusting you with the audacious 

right 

to show me violence 

I’ll imbibe it 

          in my way 

          between the lancing boards 

          where you may crumble 

          into mishap 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



IN SEARCH OF A DELICATE SCIENCE 

 

 

from the eye of the cathedral as we know 

the world is still long-fading taking place 

          in a ripe and uncut page 

          that like a rose envisages 

          the isle 

the man is down among his taxi-cabs 

they wrote him into presence out of smoke 

a night remembered curling out his lips 

       when the drought augmented in its height 

       had let the murderess go free  

         a sanding child had collided then 

         with all those boulevards 

         wanting middle-ground too harshly 

         as dispersing minds vacated their funiculars 

           descended on the town and found it 

           person-less then let their oysters 

        aching on the shell 

        be plummeted ensconced 

        among the silver-tinged  

        enormities of trash 

who in their chambers born 

strip down elusive attitudes of 

realness 

           now the orphaned population 

           runs the gamut—out the narrows of 

           desire till it isn’t that at all 

and in the cellar where a bearded infant 

clutches at its doll 



a toe is cycling to the make the low-life patron-saints 

advance out of their boats 

tittering a song new-crested 

undeceived as folly who requires in these days 

         another name no doubt 

         the drivers take their leave 

         and leave the christening 

         as work for the patrolmen 

           in the dirt of their new princely task 

           refining anonymity 

           for surely she is owning up 

           to her offences—coming to deserve 

           the indecision of her name 

         between the mossing wall and dawn 

         there is an interval 

         in which the water rises 

         having overwhelmed the fortress 

         and defeats all probabilities 

           while the word forgets its place 

           and is again nobody’s servant 

         though we’re vital in denial 

         we will not give up belief 

       how it pummels stoicism 

       lets the leaves of moon-life 

       wind their new-found tendrils 

         round an innocence 

         resembling a light bulb 

         closer flesh 

the enemy is dexterous at the feet 

of a dead dog 

and to give voice to why one loves him 

why he shatters reason worthless 



would in this age be to explode the 

horse before he’d yielded at 

       the rusting city gates 

in time one finds oneself unproven  

the tomb arrived at but too late 

the young parade already ending 

having stormed misunderstanding 

       into street-felt hearts 

       and left them as abandoned 

       as the metro station 

       colored by an irrespective sea 

       of singularities dressed brimmingly 

       in suits 

 we find our continent 

 and watch its edges 

 as they decompose 
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having burst her hunger on the pregnant moon 

now wailing as an unkempt spider in the neon garden 

she in a shade unties her masculinity  

imprisoned by the sprightly arms 

        of warfare 

dropping perfuming from the shell 

out of which we are all issuing 

          one moment 

          she is helmeted by faces 

          underwater bodies cursing all 

the city-lit betrayers bearing 

crepuscule and netting 

on the march 

        somewhere above the 

                     bolted ground 

her inundation will refuse 

to see the face of its own end  

and with it we will torch 

our mere abysses  

and let open all the doors 
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